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Abstract. In this paper, we present an implementation of the oper-
ational semantics for CHR with user-defined rule priorities CHRrp and
CHR with persistent constraints w!. The proposed implementation uses
source-to-source transformation to convert programs in CHRrp and w!

into equivalent programs in the CHR refined operational semantics with-
out the need to change the compiler or the runtime system.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules [5] is a high-level language designed for writing con-
straint solvers. CHR is a committed-choice language based on multi-headed and
guarded rules. Over the past decade, the number of CHR extensions has increased
as well as the CHR compilation techniques [9]. Extensions and variants of CHR
were proposed with operational semantics different than the refined operational
semantics wr [4] with respect to the execution control, expressivity, declarativity
and termination of CHR programs.

This work builds on the tool presented in [1] which introduced a transfor-
mation approach that is able to add visualization features to CHR programs
without changing the compiler or the runtime system. The presented tool was
built with the ultimate goal of having a generic CHR source-to-source transfor-
mation workbench for different purposes.
The aim of this work is to introduce an approach to simulate the execution of
the different operational semantics of CHR using the refined operational seman-
tics implemented in SWI-Prolog without changing the compiler or the runtime
system. The proposed approach uses source-to-source transformation to convert
CHR programs written under different operational semantics to equivalent pro-
grams that could be used with the refined operational semantics wr.

In order to reach a generic tool that is able to transform from any operational
semantics to the refined operational semantics wr, different semantics should be
implemented with the aim of reaching a generic approach. In this paper, we start
by implementing the operational semantics for CHRrp[8]. Having CHRrp running
using the refined operational semantics can be further used for implementing the
operational semantics w! for persistent constraints as introduced in [3].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a source-to-source transforma-
tion for CHR with user-defined rule priorities is introduced. Section 3 shows how
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the same transformation approach is to be used to provide an execution model
for CHR with persistent constraints. Finally, we conclude with a summary and
a discussion of future work.

2 Transformation for Constraint Handling Rules with
User-defined Rule Priorities

CHRrp extends CHR with user-defined rule priorities [8]. Rule priorities improve
the expressivity of CHR as it allows certain rules to be applied before other
rules according to their priority, resulting in a more flexible execution control.
The main idea of CHRrp is that if there is more than one rule to be applied
at a certain step, the choice of the rule to be applied is determined by the rule
priorities, compared to the textual order of the rules in the refined operational
semantics wr. In [8], a source-to-source transformation approach that uses some
of the compiler directives is presented. In [8], constraints are not activated when
introduced to the store by the “Activate” or “Reactivate” transition [4]. Instead,
they remain passive using the compiler directive passive/1 and are scheduled
for activation with the corresponding rule priority. After trying all the possible
matching rules with the constraints in the query, the highest priority scheduled
constraint is activated.

In this section, CHR programs written under CHRrp operational semantics
are transformed to new CHR programs that are equivalent when executed under
the refined operational semantics wr [4]. Building on the representation used in
[1], the rules of the source program rules are also transformed into the “relational
normal form” introduced in [7]. This normal form uses special CHR constraints
that represent the components of a rule. However, instead of using head/4,
head/3 is used, since the information about the constraint identifier is not needed
by the transformer. The solver is first parsed. The parser extracts the needed
information and represents it in the needed format. The transformer is a CHR
solver that runs on the relation normal formal of the source program and writes
the new rules into the transformed program file.

The idea of the transformed program is to schedule all the applicable rules
at each computational step instead of scheduling the constraints. Afterwards,
we choose the rule with the highest priority for application. The idea is imple-
mented similar to the conflict resolution model introduced in [6]. For every rule
in the source program there are two rules in the transformed program. The first
rule performs the rule matching and the second rule applies the body of the
rule. separating the rule matching and rule application allows multiple rules to
be matched at a certain computation step. The choice of the rule to be applied
among the matched rules depends on the priority conflict resolution strategy.
Section 2.1 explains the structure of the transformed program and Section 2.2
explains an explicit propagation history implementation in the transformed pro-
gram.
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2.1 Transformed Program Structure

This section explains the transformation steps of the source program. The rules
are written such that the execution of one rule in the source program is done in
4 steps in the transformed program.

In the first step, similar to [8] for every CHR constraint c(X) in the source
program, a simplification rule extend is added to the transformed program P’:

extend @ c(X) <=> c(X,_).

so that when executing the transformed program, an extended CHR constraint
c(X,V) is created for each CHR constraint c(X), where V is a fresh Prolog vari-
able. V uniquely identifies a constraint and is used in the implementation of the
propagation history explained in Section 2.2.

The second step in the transformation adds a propagation rule match in the
transformed program for each rule in the source program. A match rule is a prop-
agation rule with the same head constraints and guards of the source program
rule. The body of match is a new CHR constraint cand/3 whose arguments are
the rule name, the list of identifiers of the rule head constraints, and a number
p that represent the probability of the rule.

In the CHR refined operational semantics, head constraints are searched from
left to right, except for the heads of the simpagation rules. In simpagation rules,
the head constraints to be removed are tried before the constraints to be kept [6].
In order to preserve the same head matching of the rules in the source program,
removed head constraints are added before the kept head constraints in the
match transformed rules.
For every CHR rule in the source programP:

r_p @ Hk \ Hr ⇔ G | B.

we will have the following rule in the transformed program P’:

match-r_p @ Hr, Hk, id(Ni) ⇒ G | cand(ri,Ids,p).

The operational semantics of CHRrp allows multiple rules matching at each com-
putational step and only one rule application according to the priority. An ad-
ditional constraint id/1 is added to the rule head constraints. Changing the
value of the argument of id/1 after each rule application allows the propagation
rule to be matched with the same constraints instances multiple times. Also, a
propagation trigger rule is added at the end of the matching rules that adds
the CHR constraint start/0 which triggers the conflict resolution. trigger/0
is a new constraint added to the end of the original query constraints to ensure
that it is only activated after all the original query constraints.

trigger @ trigger, id(Ni) ==> start.

Whenever a rule is applicable, a new constraint cand/3 is created for this
rule, meaning that this rule could be applied with constraints whose identifiers
are in the list. However, in the case of simplification and simpagation rules, the
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constraints that were matched in the head of the rule are not removed at the
rule matching step. In the execution of the transformed program, the result of
the rule matching step is a set of all the applicable rules, each of the candidate
rules is represented by the constraint cand/3.

In the transformed program, the rule with the highest priority among the set
of applicable rules is chosen to be applied. The three rules start, collect, and
choose are added to the transformed program to perform the conflict resolution
according to the priorities of the rules. The rule start initializes an empty
priority list such that the applicable rules represented by cand/3 are added
to this list by the collect rule. After all cand/3 constraints and added to
the list, the rule choose sorts the list and the rule with the highest priority is
chosen for application. The chosen rule is represented by a new CHR constraint
fire/2, whose first argument is the rule name and the second argument is a
list of identifiers of the rule head constraints. The list of constraint identifiers is
added to ensure that the rule will only be applied with the specific combination
of constraints. The tail of the list is not used, in the next computation step
the priority list will be constructed again; because the set of applicable rules
changes at each computation step. In addition, the argument of id/1 constraint
is incremented to allow match rules to be tried again.

start @ start <=> priorityList([]).

collect @ priorityList(L),cand(R,IDs,N)

<=> priorityList([(N,R,IDs)|L1]).

choose @ priorityList(L),id(Ni)

<=> sort(L,[(P,H,IDs)|T]),fire(H,IDs),

N2 is Ni+1,id(N2).

The last part in the transformed file is the rule application. For each rule in
the source program. an apply rule apply is added to the transformed program.
In apply rules, a new constraint fire/2 is added to the head constraints to be
removed of the source program rule (if any) to ensure that only this rule will be
applied with the specific combination of constraints in the list. The body is the
same as the body of the source program rule.
For every CHR rule in the source program P:

r_p @Hk \ Hr ⇔ G | B.

we will have one of the following two rules in the transformed program P’:

apply-r_p @ Hk \ fire(r_p,Ids) , Hr ⇔ G | B.

Figure 1 shows the execution of the transformed program. The transformed pro-
gram starts by extending the original query constraints, and then the extended
constraints try to match the propagation rules in the second part of the trans-
formed file. Then among the set of the applicable rules represented by cand/3

constraints on rule is chosen according to the rule priority and then applying
the chosen rule in the last part. The execution then proceeds by extending the
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added constraints after the rule application (if any), matching propagation rules,
conflict resolution and so on until reaching a fix point where no more rules are
applicable. The transformation depends mainly on the textual order of the rules
in the transformed file since it runs using the refined operational semantics im-
plemented in SWI Prolog.

Fig. 1: Transformed Program Structure.

2.2 Propagation History Implementation

CHRrp allows multiple rules matching at each computation step and one rule ap-
plication, then the set of matched rules that were not applied at one computation
step are given a second chance in the next computation step. In order to allow
multiple rules matching, the constraint id/1 is added to the head constraints of
the transformed rules. This approach raised a problem with propagation rules; if
a propagation rule was chosen to be fired among the set of candidate rules, then
in the next computation step the same propagation rule will also be applicable,
because the constraints that matched the rule head were not removed, causing
a problem of trivial non-termination in the transformed program.

In order to solve this problem, every propagation rule should be fired only
once for each specific combination of constraint identifiers. In the proposed ap-
proach, a new constraint history/1 is added to the original query. The argument
of history is a list, that contains a set of tuples (r,I) where r is the propaga-
tion rule name and I is an ordered list of the constraints identifiers that matched
the head constraints of rule r.The list is originally empty.
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In second step performed by the transformed program, propagation rules
are modified such that the rule can be applied only if the tuple containing the
rule name and the list of constraint identifiers does not exist in the propagation
history. For example, the following rule in the original program:

rule1 @ a(X) ==> b(X).

is transformed through the second step into:

match-rule1 @ a(X,Id1),history(L) ==> \+ member((rule1,[Id1]),L)

|cand(rule1,[Id1],1).

In addition, if a propagation rule is applied, a new tuple with the rule name
and constraints identifiers list is added to the propagation history. Thus, the
propagation rules are modified in step 4 to update the propagation history. The
rule in the previous example will be transformed in step 4 into:

apply-rule1 @ a(X,Id1)\ fire(rule1,[Id1]),history(L)

<=> b(X),history([(rule1,[Id1])|L]).

2.3 An Example

The following example [8] shows the difference in the execution of the refined
operational semantics and CHRrp operational semantics. For the same initial
query a, the refined operational semantics will apply the rules in the following
order: 1,2,4,3. In the refined operational semantics, rules are applied in top-down
in the textual order of the program. In addition, body constraints of the rules
are added on top of the execution stack. In the beginning, the active constraint
a matches the head of r1_1. Applying r1_1 adds the constraint b on top of the
stack. Now the constraint b is the active constraint. The constraint b tries to
match head constraint in rules in the textual order. Accordingly, rule r2_2 is
applied and then r4_4. Now b becomes passive and a is the active constraint.
Constraint a matches the head of r3_3 and r3_3 is applied. While in CHRrp,
after applying rules r1_1 and r2_2, rules r3_3 and r4_4 could be applied. Since
r3_3 has higher priority than r4_4, it is applied. Therefore, the rules will be
applied in the following order: 1,2,3. Rule r4_4 will not be applied anymore
because constraint a is removed by r3_3. The same example is used to illustrate
the proposed transformation approach.

r1_1 @ a ==> print(’rule 1’),b.

r2_2 @ a,b ==> print(’rule 2’).

r3_3 @ a <=> print(’rule 3’).

r4_4 @ a,b ==> print(’rule 4’).

The first transformation step extends the source program constraints with
fresh Prolog variables. a/0 and b/0 will be extended to a/1 and b/1. The fol-
lowing two extend rules are added to the transformed program:
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extend @ a <=> a(_).

extend @ b <=> b(_).

The second step transforms source program rules into propagation rules and
the body of the rules is replaced by cand/3. The first argument of cand/3 is the
rule name, the second argument is a list of the identifiers of the constraints that
were matched in the rule head and the third argument of cand/3 is the respective
rule priority. In this example, rules r1_1,r2_2, and r4_4 are propagation rules,
therefore the propagation history check is applied.

match-r1_1 @ a(Id0),id(Ni),history(L) ==> \+ member((r1_1,[Id0]),L)

| cand(r1_1,[Id0],1).

match-r2_2 @ a(Id0),b(Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r2_2,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r2_2,[Id0,Id1],2).

match-r3_3 @ a(Id0),id(Ni) ==> cand( r3_3,[Id0],3).

match-r4_4 @ a(Id0),b(Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r4_4,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r4_4,[Id0,Id1],4).

trigger @ trigger, id(Ni) ==> start.

The next three rules are added to the transformed program to perform the
conflict resolution:

start @ start <=> priorityList([]).

collect @ priorityList(L),cand(R,IDs,N)

<=> priorityList([(N,R,IDs)|L1]).

choose @ priorityList(L),id(Ni)

<=> sort(L,[(P,H,IDs)|T]),fire(H,IDs),

N2 is Ni+1,id(N2).

In the rule application transformation step, the propagation history is up-
dated for rules r1_1,r2_2, and r4_4 by appending a tuple containing the rule
name and the list of constraints identifiers that matched the rule head to the
propagation history list.

apply-r1_1 @ a(Id0) \ fire(r1_1,[Id0]), history(L)

<=> print(’rule 1’),b,

history([(r1_1,[Id0])|L]).

apply-r2_2 @ a(Id0),b(Id1) \ fire(r2_2,[Id0,Id1]), history(L)

<=> print(’rule 2’),

history([(r2_2,[Id0,Id1])|L]).
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apply-r3_3 @ fire(r3_3,[Id0]), a(Id0) <=> print(’rule 3’).

apply-r4_4 @ a(Id0),b(Id1) \ fire(r4_4,[Id0,Id1]), history(L)

<=> print(’rule 4’),

history([(r4_4,[Id0,Id1])|L]).

3 Transformation for Constraint Handling Rules With
Persistent Constraints

In [3], an operational semantics for CHR with persistent constraints w! was
introduced. The operational semantics w! solves the problem of trivial non-
termination of CHR programs by providing a terminating execution model for
propagation rules. The main idea of w! is based on the concept of persistent
constraints, which provide a finite representation of the result of any number of
firings of propagation rules. For a propagation rule, the body can be generated
any number of times as long as the head constraints of the rule are present in
the constraint store. Accordingly, the body of a propagation rule that can be
fired many times is considered to be persistent. In addition, the body of a simp-
agation or a simplification rule is considered to be persistent whenever the head
constraints of the rule can be matched with completely persistent constraints.

Currently there is no direct implementation for the operational semantics
w!. In [2], source-to-source transformation is used to provide an implementation
w!. The source program P written in w! is transformed into the program P‘ in
CHRrp such that the execution of P’ in CHRrp is equivalent to the execution
of P in w!. The execution model in [2] relies on the existing implementation of
CHRrp which uses the compiler directives. In this paper, an implementation of
w! with source-to-source transformation to the refined operational semantics wr

is proposed. Figure 2 shows the general architecture of the transformation.

Fig. 2: Transformed Program Structure.
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The Source program P in w! is first transformed to P’ in CHRrp accord-
ing to the transformation rules presented in [2]. Then the result program P’

is transformed to P” in the refined operational semantics wr according to the
transformation approach presented in Section 2. The final transformed program
P” can then be executed on CHR implemented in SWI Prolog without changing
the compiler or the runtime system.

3.1 An Example

Consider the following CHR program for computing the transitive hull of a graph
[2] . The edges of the graph are represented by the constraint e/2. In the refined
operational semantics implementation in SWI Prolog, initial goals containing
graphs with cycles will result in non-termination of the program. However, the
transitive hull program terminatesfor all goals in w! [3].

t @ e(X,Y), e(Y,Z) ==> e(X,Z).

By applying the transformation rules presented in [2], the program P in w! will
be transformed into P’ in CHRrp. The transformation extends the constraints
by an argument to indicate the type of the constraint. A constraint with the ex-
tended argument l is linear, and p is persistent. The rule priority is concatenated
to the rule name. The new program is:

r1_3 @ e(l,X,Y),e(l,Y,Z) ==> e(c,X,Z).

r2_3 @ e(l,X,Y),e(p,Y,Z) ==> e(c,X,Z).

r3_3 @ e(p,X,Y),e(l,Y,Z) ==> e(c,X,Z).

r4_3 @ e(p,X,Y),e(p,Y,Z) ==> e(c,X,Z).

r5_3 @ e(p,X,Y) ==> X=Y , Y=Z | e(c,X,Z).

r6_1 @ e(p,X,Y)\e(c,X,Y) <=> true.

constraints @ e(c,X,Y) <=> e(p,X,Y).

The next step is to parse the output program P’ in CHRrp and run the
transformer on the extracted information. The result is the transformed program
P” in wr. Steps 1 and 2 in the transformed program:

extend @ e(V3,V2,V1) <=> e(V3,V2,V1,_).

match-r1_3 @ e(l,X,Y,Id0),e(l,Y,Z,Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r1_3,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r1_3,[Id0,Id1],3).

match-r2_3 @ e(l,X,Y,Id0),e(p,Y,Z,Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r2_3,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r2_3,[Id0,Id1],3).
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match-r3_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0),e(l,Y,Z,Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r3_3,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r3_3,[Id0,Id1],3).

match-r4_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0),e(p,Y,Z,Id1),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r4_3,[Id0,Id1]),L)

| cand(r4_3,[Id0,Id1],3).

match-r5_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0),id(Ni),history(L)

==> \+ member((r5_3,[Id0]),L),X=Y,Y=Z

| cand(r5_3,[Id0],3).

match-r6_1 @ e(c,X,Y,Id0),e(p,X,Y,Id1),id(Ni) ==> cand( r6_1,[Id0,Id1],1).

match-r7_2 @ e(c,X,Y,Id0),id(Ni) ==> cand( r7_2,[Id0],2).

trigger @ trigger, id(Ni) ==> start.

then the conflict resolution:

start @ start <=> priorityList([]).

collect @ priorityList(L),cand(R,IDs,N)

<=> priorityList([(N,R,IDs)|L1]).

choose @ priorityList(L),id(Ni)

<=> sort(L,[(P,H,IDs)|T]),fire(H,IDs),

N2 is Ni+1,id(N2).

fire(H,IDs),id(N2).

finally, the rule application step is performed:

apply-r1_3 @ e(l,X,Y,Id0),e(l,Y,Z,Id1) \

fire(r1_3,[Id0,Id1],1),history(L) <=> e(c,X,Z),

history([(r1_3,[Id0,Id1])|L]).

apply-r2_3 @ e(l,X,Y,Id0),e(p,Y,Z,Id1) \

fire(r2_3,[Id0,Id1],1), history(L) <=> e(c,X,Z),

history([(r2_3,[Id0,Id1])|L]).

apply-r3_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0),e(l,Y,Z,Id1) \

fire(r3_3,[Id0,Id1],1), history(L)<=> e(c,X,Z),

history([(r3_3,[Id0,Id1])|L]).

apply-r4_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0),e(p,Y,Z,Id1) \

fire(r4_3,[Id0,Id1],1), history(L) <=> e(c,X,Z),

history([(r4_3,[Id0,Id1])|L]).
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apply-r5_3 @ e(p,X,Y,Id0) \ fire(r5_3,[Id0],1), history(L)

<=> X=Y,Y=Z |e(c,X,Z),

history([(r5_3,[Id0])|L]).

apply-r6_1 @ e(p,X,Y,Id1) \ fire(r6_1,[Id0,Id1],1), e(c,X,Y,Id0)<=> true.

apply-r7_2 @ fire(r7_2,[Id0],1), e(c,X,Y,Id0) <=> e(p,X,Y).

Executing the transformed program P’’ in the refined operational semantics
wr with initial goal: e(l,a,b),e(l,b,a) will terminate with the following con-
straints in store: e(l,a,b),e(l,b,a),e(p,a,a),e(p,a,a),e(p,a,b),e(p,b,a).
The result state is equivalent to the result of an execution of the original program
P in w! with the same initial goal.

4 Conclusion

This paper introduced a source-to-source transformation approach for imple-
menting the operational semantics of CHRrp. The advantage of the proposed
approach over the previous ideas is that the transformation to the refined oper-
ational semantics wr eliminated the need to change the compiler or the runtime
system. In addition, the implementation of CHRrp is used to provide an im-
plementation for the operational semantics w! for persistent constraints in the
refined operational semantics w!. However the computational complexity of the
transformed programs is out of the scope of this paper.

For future work, we intend to extend the current transformation approach
to allow dynamic rule priorities. In addition to considering the implementa-
tion of different CHR operational semantics with the aim of reaching a generic
source-to-source transformation tool that simulates the execution of CHR differ-
ent operational semantics by transforming into the refined operational semantics
wr.
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